APPLICATION NOTES
QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
Q: Introduction to Abracon Programmable Oscillators:
A: Abracon offers quick-turn programmable oscillators in four different
package styles; the ceramic package 7.0 x 5.0 x 1.6 mm, plastic
molded package similar to Epson SG-8002, and the 14 pin and 8 pin
dip packages.
The single PLL architecture with EPROM
programmable generates a custom frequency derived from an internal
crystal between 10MHz to 25MHz. The main advantages of the
programmable oscillators are:
Easy customization and fast turnaround.
Wide frequency ranges 1MHz to 133MHz.
Programming accuracy > 6 digits.
Output control Synchronous or Asynchronous.
Output levels CMOS or TTL.
Fast rise and fall times.
Fast programming time < 5 seconds per unit.
Low skew, low jitter, high accuracy outputs.
Enables design flexibility and easy of use.
Powerdown and output enable options available.
Configurable 5V or 3.3VDC operation in seconds.
Reprogrammable for quick design changes (applied to blank only).
Extended temperature -40°C to +85°C with good frequency vs.
temperature characteristics.

Q: How to measure jitter?
A: We use LeCroy digitizing oscilloscope with jitter timing software for
jitter measurement and analysis. The scope must have the
bandwidth at least five times the frequency of the waveform since the
waveform jitter is measured as each rising cycle crosses the
threshold voltage. The larger number of continuous cycles the more
accurate is the jitter distribution. Jitter is measured in cycle-to-cycle

Q: What is PLL technology?
A: A PLL allows a frequency to be generated from any other
frequency, where:
CLK OUT =

REF. CLK * P/Q
Post-Divider

(or absolute jitter) or one sigma jitter (rms.) using the histogram
analysis. Unit of jitter is ps.

Q: Can phase noise be improved in designs?
A: Yes. Crystal oscillators can be designed to minimize their phase
noise characteristics. Special applications such as wireless require
best phase noise both at far-end and close-end. Crystal parameters
and mounting methods directly affect close-end phase noise 300Hz
offset from carrier. The oscillator front-end and output buffer

Q: What is jitter?
A: Jitter is the uncertainty or short-term variations of a digital waveform
timing from their ideal positions in time.
The waveform transition could be too early or too late compared to the
ideal waveform timing.
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